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4th of July 2012  

a remarkable moment in the development of particle physics  



 
v  In SM the EWSB achieved via Higgs mechanism in a most economical and 

simple way by introducing a single SU(2) scalar doublet  

v  The ground state known since long time 

v  July 4, 2012: Higgs particle discovered and its mass measured 

v  If it is really the SM Higgs, then the Higgs potential and its self-couplings 
are determined 

   The Higgs sector – what we know  



at the 10-20% level  we tested 

•  couplings to 3rd gen. fermions:  t, τ, b   

•  couplings to gauge bosons: W, Z, g, γ

•  H2 term  in the Higgs potential 

•  spin 0 

limited or no  information on  

•  couplings to 2nd gen. fermions: c, s, µ

•  H3, H4 couplings  

•  HZγ coupling

This is not good enough 

   Are we there? 



Before the Higgs 

we had a quantum field theory with guaranteed discoveries:  

with no lose theorems: 

beyond the Fermi theory  (the W boson) 
 
beyond the strange and K mesons (the charm)  
 
beyond the bottom and tau (the top and tau-neutrino) 
 
beyond the electroweak theory (the Higgs) 
        
               scattering amplitudes grow with energy 
               without W, top, Higgs  



After the Higgs 
we have a consistent and renormalizable theory that  
  

v    does not predict anything else 
 
v    and leaves many unanswered questions and problems  

Ø  the Higgs sector of the SM  quite arbitrary 
Ø  where and how does the SM break down? 
Ø  hierarchy problem: why the weak scale << MPl 

Ø  which machine(s), experiment(s) will reveal cracks in the SM? 
Ø  are the B--anomalies the first signs? 
Ø  origin of neutrino masses and mixings? 
Ø  baryon-antibaryon asymmetry? 
Ø  dark matter candidate? 
Ø  …   
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   Beyond the SM   
Hundreds of different models but only a few basic concepts  

Ø  low-energy supersymmetry: scalars are related to fermions and thus  
      enjoy chiral protection        

Ø  no elementary scalars: the Higgs as a bound state of fermions tied  
    together by forces, called generically Technicolor    

Ø  extra spatial dimensions, bring the cutt-off scale down to ~ 1 TeV 

Ø  Higgs could be much lighter than the high scale if it is  
     a would-be-Goldstone boson of some new global symmetry  

all imply changes in the Higgs sector and  
    new states with masses ~ O(1 TeV) 



 neutral supersymmetric fermions are Majorana fermions 
       to be checked experimentally! 

Supersymmetry – arguably best proposition for BSM physics 

In the simplest realisation each SM particle is paired with a sparticle 
that differs in spin by ½: 
 
                                                      superfields in superspace                      
 

Ø   fermions – sfermions      
Ø   Higgses – higgsinos 
Ø   gauge bosons – gauginos                  Ĝ↵ 3 �↵ + Fµ⌫(�µ�̄⌫✓)

↵ + . . .



   
v  explains apparent  
    gauge coupling  
       unification 
 

 

 
v  accomodates heavy top quark 
    and provides radiative  
    electroweak symmetry breaking 
 
 
v  has a natural dark matter candidate 
 
v  is required by superstrings 

Supersymmetry – has all in one package 

some SUSY states expected to show up at the LHC  



Depressing plots 

impressive list, but 
        read the fine print! 
        based on (many) assumptions, simplified models,... 
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However: 
     many loopholes still left 
     alternatives to minimal SUSY not really explored  



 
Ø  N=0      (i.e. none) 

Ø  N=1      

         with extra matter: NMSSM, THMSSM,... 

         extra gauge factors: USSM, E6SSM, BLSSM, ... 

Ø  0<N<1   

        split SUSY, not-so split SUSY, natural SUSY, ...  

        R-parity violating, ...   

Ø  N>1   

        Dirac gauginos, R-symmetry, ...          

   Question: how many SUSY do we need?  
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I will discuss  the R-symmetric supersymmetry  



   R-symmetry 

Ø   For N=1 SUSY it is a continuous U(1) global symmetry under  

i.e. Grassmann coordinates have non-trivial R-charge   

R(�) = +1, R(d�) = �1, R(�̄) = �1, R(d�̄) = +1

Ø  For chiral superfield 

 component fields have different R-charge 

[Chamseddine&Dreiner ‘95,..]  

Ø  Additional symmetry allowed by Haag-Łopuszański-Sohnius Theorem 

R-symmetry almost as old as SUSY itself 
[Fayet ‘76; Salam & Strathdee ‘76 , ...]  

�(x, ✓) = �(x) +
p
2✓ (x) + ✓✓F (x)

e

i↵R

e

i↵R

e

i↵

e

i↵(R�1)

✓ ! ei⌧✓



   Symmetry or Parity ? 

For R-symmetry      is arbitrary: conserved R-charges     ⌧



   R-symmetry 

Lagrangian has to be invariant under � ! ei��

vector superfield 

 kinetic terms are automatically R-symmetric 

R(Ĝ) = 0 ) R(Gµ) = 0, R(G̃�) = 1

R
d2� d2�̄ �̂† e�2gĜ�̂+ (

R
d2� Ĝ�Ĝ� + h.c.)

Ĝ↵ ⇠ D̄2 D↵Ĝ

Ø  Kinetic terms  

Ø  Superpotential                              must have R=2 
R
d2� W

Ø  Soft breaking terms                must have R=0 



   R-symmetry and model building 

matter 

Higgs R(Ĥ) = 0 ) R(H) = 0, R(H̃) = �1

R(Q̂) = 1 ) R(q̃) = 1, R(q) = 0

Ø  soft gaugino masses      R(              )=2            forbidden   MG̃G̃
�G̃�

Ø   freedom to assign the R-charges to chiral superfields  

MRSSM:    SM particles have R=0, superpartners R=0 / 

[Kribs Poppitz Weiner 2007] 

other choices:  Frugiuele, Gregoire  
Frugiuele, Gregoire, Kumar, Ponton 
Davies, March-Russell, McCullough 
Riva, Biggio, Pomarol  



   R-symmetry and model building 

terms allowed: 

ydĤdQ̂D̂c

M2
q̃ |q̃|2

superpotential:      Yukawa 

soft terms:            scalar masses     

also ΔL=2 Majorana neutrino mass                    allowed    



terms allowed: 

ydĤdQ̂D̂c

M2
q̃ |q̃|2

superpotential:      Yukawa 

soft terms:            scalar masses     

also ΔL=2 Majorana neutrino mass                    allowed    

terms forbidden: 

mu-term 

L- and B-violation 

tri-linear  couplings 

Majorana  masses 

µĤdĤu

L̂Q̂D̂c

MG̃G̃
�G̃�

superpotential  

soft terms:   

L̂Q̂D̂c, ĤuL̂

   R-symmetry and model building 



   R-symmmetry: surprisingly promising 

 

v   can accomodate 125 GeV SM-like Higgs        

v   can amelorate the MSSM flavor-violating problems 

v   can be consistent with EWPO 

v   has good dark matter candidates 

v   many light states still possible, some even below 150 GeV 

v   top squark can be relatively light 

v   has quite different LHC phenomenology – not really explored 



   R-symmetry and model building  

mu-term and Majorana masses are forbidden,  
        need new means to give masses to gauginos/higgsinos  

v  Solution for gauginos: Dirac masses  

where        from vector,   and            from additional chiral superfields 

Need chiral superfields in adjoint representations: 

v  Solution for higgsinos:   

Need two chiral superfields with R=2:  

Good: R-symmetry ameliorates SUSY flavor problems by removing  
v   dim-4 B- and L-violating terms, and dim-5 in proton decay        
v   soft tri-linear scalar couplings 
v   some MSSM contributions to flavor-violating observables forbidden 

But: 



   MRSSM 

R-charges of the superfields and their component fields 

Physical fields:             

gluinos and neutralinos are Dirac 
additional pair of charginos 

matter, gauge and Higgs as in MSSM 

[Kribs Poppitz Weiner 2007] 

 gauge-adjoint scalars (e.g. sgluons) 
 and R-Higgs bosons  

     
   



R=0 |R|=1 

R=2 

   MRSSM 



R=0 |R|=1 

R=2 

   MRSSM 

MSSM 



   MRSSM Lagrangian 

Superpotential 

Soft SUSY breaking terms 



   MRSSM Lagrangian 

Superpotential 

Soft SUSY breaking terms 

important MRSSM features: 
Ø  mu-type terms for H- and R-Higgses 
Ø  Yukawa-like terms for R-Higgses and adjoint scalars 
Ø  no Bµ-like term for R-Higgses => do not develop vev’s 
Ø  no mixing between H- and R-Higgses  



    Mass spectrum calculations 

Philip Diessner, JK, Wojciech Kotlarski, Dominik Stoeckinger 

JHEP 1412 (2014) 124,  Adv. HEP (2015) 760729, JHEP 1603 (2016) 007,  



Can the MRSSM accomodate the Higgs mass, EWPO and LHC constraints?  

   MRSSM confronting experiment  

First option: 125 GeV Higgs – the lightest state 



   Higgs boson mass 

Need even more radiative corrections than in the MSSM 

             In MRSSM the lightest Higgs at tree level: 



Higgs sector at one-loop level and beyond 



   Lightest Higgs and PO observables 

Getting 125 GeV Higgs and PO  not obvious because: 
 
Ø  mixing with other states lowers the tree level mass  
                            needs even larger radiative corrections than in MSSM 
Ø  no LR stop mixing – an important MSSM mechanism to rise  
                                 the Higgs mass is not present  
Ø  the vev of the EW triplet contributes to the rho parameter at tree-level 

Ø  the W mass (and other PO) affected by loops 

Ø  LHC and flavor constraints   



   Lightest Higgs  

New Yukawa-like couplings 



   Lightest Higgs   

Ø  125 GeV Higgs for  

                 without stop mixing 

Ø  light stops possible  

Ø  dominant two-loop ~ 5 GeV from 
      gluino and sgluon contributions 

⇤,� ⇠ �1



   W mass – full one-loop level 

muon decay beyond tree-level  

Muon decay

Gµp
2
=

e2

8M2
W s2W

(1 +�r)

Precisely known: ↵, MZ , Gµ, can solve for MW

M2
W = M2

Z

 
1

2
+

s
1

4
� ↵⇡p

2GµM2
Z

(1 +�r)

!

(assuming no triplet vev for now)

�r collects loop contributions

One-loop �r in the SM

�r = �↵(/ log MZ

mf
,⇡ 6%)� c2W

s2W
�⇢(/ M2

t ,⇡ �3%) +�rrem(/ log Mh

MZ
,⇡ 1%)
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Precisely known                           can solve for  W mass ↵, MZ , Gµ

neglecting triplet vev  

New calculation by Diessner and Weiglein 

General result
(PD, G. Weiglein [arxiv:1810:xxxxx])

(SM depending on SUSY Higgs mass
prediction)

> SUSY effects decouple
> MW prediction generally larger than in

MSSM for similar scale
> Caused by enlarged matter sector and

new couplings
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   Higgs and W mass 



Can the MRSSM accomodate the Higgs mass, EWPO and LHC constraints?  

   MRSSM confronting experiment  

Diessner, JK, Kotlarski, Stoeckinger, JHEP 1412 (2014) 124 

First option: 125 GeV Higgs – the lightest state 

Diessner, JK, Kotlarski, Stoeckinger, Adv. HEP (2015) 760729  



Can the MRSSM accomodate the Higgs mass, EWPO and LHC constraints?  

   MRSSM confronting experiment  

Diessner, JK, Kotlarski, Stoeckinger, JHEP 1412 (2014) 124 

First option: 125 GeV Higgs – the lightest state 

Diessner, JK, Kotlarski, Stoeckinger, Adv. HEP (2015) 760729  

Second option: 125 GeV Higgs – the next-to-lightest state 

Diessner, JK, Kotlarski, Stoeckinger, JHEP 1603 (2016) 007 

For the second-lightest SM-like Higgs, mixing with S and T  
          pushes its tree-level mass upwards 



Light singlet scenario 



   MRSSM with a light singlet 

Ø  In large                     limit, the                  mass submatrix  

Ø  to realise light singlet scenario  

Ø  then the SM-like Higgs at tree level 

tan�, MA (�u,�S)



   MRSSM with a light singlet – one loop 

level crossing of two  
lightest Higgs bosons 



   MRSSM with a light singlet – one loop 

LHC and PO constraints 

 necessarily light fermion - LSP 



   Light singlet – mass spectrum 



   MRSSM dark matter – direct detection 

Dirac LSP: cross section dominated by 
      vector part of Z and squark exchange  

[Buckley, Hooper, Kumar 2013] 

LUXCalc and micrOMEGAs 
  checked with analytic estimates 



   MRSSM dark matter – relic density 

Annihilation cross section large enough if: 

> resonant s-channel via Z exchange 

> t channel stau exchange for light tau’s  



   Light singlet: very predictive scenario  

ü  125 GeV Higgs fixess  
ü  If light singlet found at the LHC: constrains    
ü  Fermionic superpartner is LSP 
ü  DM constrains put predictions for squark masses 
ü  Predictions for other electroweakinos  



   MRSSM at the LHC 
R-Higgses:  
         do not mix with H-Higgses 
         conserved R-charge restricts couplings  

Production only via Drell-Yan process decay modes 

allowed 
forbidden Rff , RV V , RHH

R ˜̀̀̃ , Rq̃q̃, R�̃�̃, RR⇤H, RR⇤V

S.Y.Choi, D.Choudhury,  A.Freitas, JK, P.Zerwas, arXiv:1012.2688 

R0 ! �̃0
1�̃

0
2, �̃2 ! ⌧+⌧̃�, ⌧̃� ! ⌧��̃0

1

possible signature 

if dominate decay channel 
R0R0⇤ ! ⌧+⌧�⌧+⌧��̃0

1�̃
0
1
¯̃�0
1
¯̃�0
1

SPS1’-type scenario 



   MRSSM at the LHC 

strongly interaction sector: 
 

Ø  sgluons:  R=0 scalar component of the octet superfield 
 
Ø  gluinos: Dirac masses are “supersoft” [Fox, Nelson, Weiner 2002]  

scenario with heavy gluinos and relatively light squarks natural  



   Sgluons 
SY.Choi, M.Drees, JK, JM.Kim, E.Popenda, P.Zerwas, arXiv:0812.3586 

sgluons can be produced singly via  
             loop-induced couplings 
 
 
 
 
pair-production  

9

respectively, a typical size for such processes.
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Figure 5: Cross sections for σ-pair [and q̃3-pair] production (red lines), as well as for single σ production (blue lines), at the

LHC. In the latter case the solid blue curve has been obtained using the same mass parameters as in Fig.2 (Right), while the

dashed blue curve adopts the mSUGRA benchmark point SPS1a′.

The cross section for σ-pair production at LHC, pp → σσ∗, is shown by the solid red curve in Fig. 5 for the σ-mass
range between 500 GeV and 2 TeV [adopting the LO CTEQ6L parton densities [17]]. The cross section exceeds stop
or sbottom-pair production (red dashed line), mediated by a set of topologically equivalent Feynman diagrams, by
more than an order of magnitude, as anticipated at the parton level. With values from several picobarn downwards,
a sizable σσ∗ event rate can be generated.

With the exception of σ → gg decays, all the modes shown in Fig. 2 give rise to signatures that should be easily
detectable if σ is not too heavy. The most spectacular signature results from σ → g̃g̃ decay, each σ decaying into
at least four hard jets and two invisible neutralinos as LSP’s. σ-pair production then generates final states with a
minimum of eight jets and four LSP’s, as noted in the Introduction.

The transverse momenta of the hard jets produced in the simplest case χ̃ = χ̃0
1 can easily be estimated by analyzing

production and decays near the mass thresholds, i.e. Mσ ≃ 2mg̃ ≃ 2mq̃ ≫ mχ̃0
1
. In this kinematic configuration the

total jet transverse energy and the average jet transverse energy amount to

σσ∗ : ⟨Etot
⊥j ⟩ ∼ 2mq̃ and ⟨E⊥j⟩ ∼ mq̃/4 . (3.11)

The total transverse energy ET carried by the LSPs and the vector sum of the momenta of the four χ̃0
1 in the final

state, which determines the measured missing transverse momentum pT , are predicted to be

σσ∗ : ⟨Etot
⊥χ̃⟩ ∼ 2mq̃ and ⟨p⊥χ̃⟩ ∼ mq̃ (3.12)

in the random-walk approximation for the χ̃ momenta in the transverse plane. This is to be contrasted to gluino-pair
production near threshold, where the corresponding observables are for the same mass configuration:

g̃g̃ : ⟨Etot
⊥j ⟩ ∼ mq̃ and ⟨E⊥j⟩ ∼ mq̃/4 , (3.13)

⟨Etot
⊥χ̃⟩ ∼ mq̃ and ⟨p⊥χ̃⟩ ∼ mq̃/

√
2 . (3.14)

Thus, the total jet transverse energies and the missing transverse momenta are markedly different in the N=1 and
N=2 theories for the same mass configurations.
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(a)
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s

Figure 3: Feynman diagrams for sigma-pair production in quark annihilation (a) and gluon fusion (b).

(which is part of the “squark modes”). For simplicity we evaluated these higher order tree-level decays for a photino
LSP state, with mass 0.16mg̃. SU(2)L gauginos have larger couplings to doublet squarks, but are also expected to
be heavier. Including them in the final state would at best increase the partial widths for four-body final states by a
factor of a few, which would still leave them well below the widths for the loop induced decays. On the other hand,
the partial width for the tree-level three-body decays σ → q̃q̄χ̃, q̃∗qχ̃ can be comparable to that for the loop-induced
decays if Mσ is not too much smaller than 2mq̃.

Figure 2 also shows that the ordering between the two loop-induced decay modes for Mσ > 2mt depends on the
values of various soft breaking parameters. Increasing the gluino mass increases the σq̃q̃∗ coupling and hence the
partial width into two gluons which is due to pure squark loops. On the other hand, the tt̄ partial width, which is
due to mixed squark-gluino loops, decreases rapidly with increasing gluino mass. The increase of the σq̃q̃ couplings
is over-compensated by the gluino mass dependence of the propagators. For |MD

3 | > mq̃ the loop functions IS,P are
additionally suppressed since then CL ≃ CR, DL ≃ DR up to corrections of O(m2

q̃/|MD
3 |2). [A similar cancellation

also occurs for M2
σ ≫ m2

q̃, for both the σgg and σtt̄ couplings.] In total, the tt̄ final state will dominate for small
gluino mass and the gg final state for large gluino mass. Moreover, as noted earlier, the partial width into both gluons
and quarks vanishes for exact degeneracy between L and R squarks.

Not surprisingly, the two-body final states of Eq. (3.1) that are accessible at tree level will dominate if they are
kinematically allowed. Note that well above all thresholds the partial width into gluinos always dominates, since
it grows ∝ Mσ while the partial width into squarks asymptotically scales like 1/Mσ. This is a result of the fact
that the supersymmetry breaking σq̃q̃∗ coupling has mass dimension 1, while the supersymmetric σg̃ ¯̃g coupling is
dimensionless.

3.2. σ-Pair Production at the LHC

As summarized in the preceding section, the phenomenological analysis will be carried out for a complex color-octet σ

fields without mass splitting between the real and imaginary components. The Feynman diagrams for the two parton
processes gg, qq̄ → σσ∗ are displayed in Fig. 3. They are identical (modulo color factors) to squark-pair production
[15, 16] if initial and final-state flavors are different.

The total cross sections for the two σσ∗ parton processes are easy to calculate:

σ[qq̄ → σσ∗] =
4πα2

s

9s
β3

σ , (3.7)

σ[gg → σσ∗] =
15πα2

sβσ

8s

!
1 +

34
5

M2
σ

s
− 24

5

"
1 − M2

σ

s

#
M2

σ

s

1
βσ

log
"

1 + βσ

1 − βσ

#$
. (3.8)

decay modes via loop-induced couplings  



   Sgluons 

sgluon pair production  

complex fields O split by D-term contribution into scalar (S) and pseudoscalar (A) parts  

       naturally heavy,        might decay into quarks through loop-induced coupling 

 

Coupling proportional to   .  . If         is lighter than other SUSY particles but                     
       decays exclusively to top quarks 

same sign squark pair production 

 
 

Dirac gluino       pair production, with cross section roughly twice as large as in the MSSM

MRSSM signatures at the LHC
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pp ! q̃Lq̃R

diagram 
present in 

the MRSSM

MSSM diagram  
with Majorana mass  

insertion doesn’t exist

W.Kotlarski, A.Kalinowski, JK,  APPB44 



   Sgluons: recasting ATLAS analysis 
W.Kotlarski, PhD  161106622, 1608.00915 



   Gluinos and squarks 

squark pair production smaller than in MSSM   

MRSSM at the LHC

> Dirac gaugino masses are “super-soft”
(Fox, et.al., [hep-ph/0206096])

> ! Scenario with heavy gluino and rather light squarks natural
> Here: Concentrate on squark production in the MRSSM

q

q

q̃L

q̃R

q

q

q̃L

q̃L

q

q

q̃R

q̃R
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gluino pair production ~ 2 x MSSM  

Phenomenology-- Preliminary results
(PD, J. Kalinowski, W. Kotlarski, D. Stöckinger) in progress

> Limit derived with 7 and
2

> ATLAS search for 0`, 2-6 jets +
ET
miss , 36 fb�1 [1712.02332]

> Comparing MRSSM and MSSM
Stronger limits on gluino mass
Weaker for (first generations)
squark masses

blue – MSSM; red – MRSSM
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Diessner, JK, Kotlarski, Stoeckinger in progress  



v  Well motivated R-symmetric SUSY model  
v  SUSY flavor problem relaxed 

v  Extended Higgs sector with unconventional phenomenology 

v  Viable benchmarks with 
Ø  ~ 125 GeV  Higgs boson mass 

Ø  agreement with EWPO and flavor physics 
Ø  stable vacuum 

v  Scenario with a light singlet is very predictive 

Ø  consistent with LHC constraints 
Ø  viable candidate for dark matter      

Ø   some states light and could be seen at the LHC  
 

   Summary 

v   rich LHC phenomenology to explore – work in progress 



Benchmarks 



benchmarks: 

one loop 



benchmarks: 

including two-loop corr. 

⇤u reduces to 

one loop 



Benchmarks: lightest scalar is the SM-like Higgs  

BMP1 BMP2 BMP3 



benchmarks for 
light singlet 
scenario 





   How to get Dirac gaugino mass  

gluino can naturally be heavier than squarks   


